English

Maths

Science

MFL

Electricity

Simple greetings



Common electrical appliances.

Numbers to 10.

nonsense spelling.



Construct simple electrical circuits.

Classroom in-

to 1000. Identify, represent and estimate num-

Punctuation



Identify and name simple circuit com-

structions.

bers using different representations. Read and

ponents, such as: bulbs, switches, wires,

Question and

cells, buzzers.

answer about

Recognise common conductors and

age.

Spelling

programme covering: Rising stars

spelling lists, 200 High frequency words, year
3/4 national curriculum spelling list.

No-

Sentence punctuation including

commas, question marks, exclamation marks.
Grammar Conjunctions, word types, apostrophes for contraction.



Reading Class novels ‘Gangsta Granny’ Comprehension, Guided Reading.
Writing Recount of summer holidays, Romans
shape poems, non-chronological report on Romans, Story writing based on ‘Escape from
Pompeii’, Recount of year 3/4 overnight camp.

History

Swimming
-Swim competently,
confidently and proficiently over a distance of 25 metres.
-Use

a

range

of

strokes effectively.
-Perform safe self

Romans
Maple Class

rescue.

Roman Roads



Boudicca's rebellion



Hadrian's wall

Design and construct Ro-



Roman Army

man Chariots.

Goddesses.

words. Solve number problems and practical
problems involving these ideas. Roman Numer-

Computing

numbers mentally. Add and subtract numbers

Romans project

methods of columnar addition and subtraction.

with up to four digits, using formal written

Research and

Estimate the answer to a calculation and use

create Romans

inverse operations to check answers.

PowerPoint
presentations.

Music

Art/DT





write numbers up to 1000 in numerals and in

Classical music appreciation. Singing assembly.

Roman invasion

Roman Gods and

given number. Compare and order numbers up

Addition and subtraction Add and subtract





50 and 100; find 10 or 100 more or less than a

als to 100. Rounding to the nearest 1000.

insulators.

TERM 1
PE

Place value Count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8,

Roman Mosaics.

Forest / PSHE

Design and construct a Ro-



discussion.

man Shield.

Cooking Roman food.

New Beginnings—fire time



Plan, design, make and evaluate
shelters and dens.



Fire construction.



Forest exploring.

RE
Open the book
assemblies.
Collective worship.

